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The Rector
Welcomes

Welcome.
Right from its inception in 1979, LIBA has been successful in creating a niche for itself among the B-Schools
in India as an institution of choice for affordable and quality management education respected well by the
corporate sector. LIBA believes in management education as a transformative tool for promoting academic
excellence and professional ethics.
Richly imbued with the ennobling values of the Society of Jesus, soaked in the upward spiralling educational
tradition for nearly a half a millennium, and dedicated to form men and women for others, LIBA is marching
steadily towards the ideal of building a just, humane and sustainable world.
The academic and social life at LIBA is secure, comforting and inspiring, thanks to its location within the Loyola
College campus known for its eco-friendly academic ambience with multiple institutions, lush-green gardens,
expansive playgrounds, and youthful exuberance.
LIBA will help you to dream big, expand your horizons, shape your character, and realize your innate talents and
creativity so as to enable you to excel in the corporate world and succeed in personal life.
We look forward to having you soon with us at LIBA.

Fr. A.M.Francis Jayapathy S.J.
Rector, Loyola College
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From the
Director’s Desk

Welcome to Loyola Institute of Business Administration (LIBA).
I am delighted that you have chosen to apply to LIBA’s flagship programme, the Postgraduate Diploma in Management
(PGDM), a stepping stone to success in your life and career.
LIBA, one of the premier management schools of India, is part of the Loyola College Society, managed by Jesuits
well known for their outstanding contribution to education. Jesuit led institutions have a worldwide presence and
include several prestigious institutions in India – Loyola College, Chennai, St Xavier’s Mumbai, St Xavier’s Kolkota, XLRI,
Jamshedpur and XIM, Bhubaneswar. In fact, in India they pioneered management education. LIBA is proud of its heritage
and tradition.
Excellence and Ethics, two important hallmarks of Jesuit education are significant elements of LIBA’s DNA. We are here
to develop competent and committed leaders with skills to excel in the market place, leaders who are ethical, principled
and socially conscious, leaders with a global perspective and an entrepreneurial spirit. We strive towards the holistic
formation of men and women – growth in all areas of human endeavour – intellectual, social, emotional and spiritual.
With our highly qualified faculty, through mentoring and personal attention, LIBA focuses on the care of each individual
which is another hallmark of Jesuit education.
Our academic programme is comparable to the best programmes of the world, constantly monitoring the global
economic scenario and the industrial environment and offering courses needed for the future global business leaders.  
This year we have introduced a new specialization in ‘Business Analytics’.
We are proud of our excellent placement record, 100% from its inception in 1995. Placement is not the only goal of
business education, we also believe in fostering an environment that develops professional identities that integrate
knowledge with ethics and social consciousness.
LIBA provides numerous opportunities to develop your leadership skills. Frequent interaction with industrial leaders,
outbound programmes, rural exposure, corporate internships, and industry-academia conferences open up many
opportunities for the overall growth of the students.
I assure you, that you will have a wonderful experience at LIBA as our former students vouch for. I welcome you to LIBA
once again.
God Bless you. I wish you a brilliant future.
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Fr. P. Christie, SJ
Director

The Institute

Vision
To be a premier management school focusing on excellence
and ethics.

Mission
Loyola Institute of Business Administration (LIBA) is
a premier B-school, established in 1979 within the
premises of Loyola College, to form competent and
committed leaders who are ethical, principle-centred,
socially responsible with a global perspective and
entrepreneurial spirit. LIBA is managed by Jesuits,
of the Loyola College Society well known for their
outstanding contribution to higher education.
LIBA stands for excellence and ethics which are the
hallmarks of Jesuit business education and all its
programme and activities embody these two elements.
LIBA earnestly strives to inculcate in the students the
values of excellence, honesty, inclusiveness, integrity,
justice and service to the society.

LIBA is a Jesuit institution committed to working with
relentless desire to excel (Magis) with its roots in ethics.
LIBA aims to cultivate men and women who are committed
to national development by preparing world class leaders
who are professionally competent, intellectually sharp,
ethically sensitive, reaching out to the weak and the less
privileged and caring for the well-being of our planet.

Values
LIBA would remain rooted in the core values of excellence,
honesty, inclusiveness, integrity and justice.

LIBA offers primarily a two-year full-time PGDM
course, approved by AICTE and recognized by AIU.
It also offers other programmes: Part-time PGDM
(AICTE approved), Ph.D. (affiliated to University
of Madras) and One-year Executive Diploma
Programmes. Management Development Centre
offers various customised programmes (short-term
and long-term) for working professionals with a
focus on skill development.

The management will strive to be an exemplar and trustee
of the Jesuit values and aspirations and inculcate them to
the faculty, students and all stakeholders.

LIBA focuses on the ‘holistic formation’ of students in
all quotients, viz., intellectual, social, emotional and
spiritual. The Institution works with an undeterred
zeal to offer its students the best of education,
blending classroom and experiential learning.

LIBA would adopt a learner first policy, treating them
without discrimination fairly and justly, training them
to quest for the best and making them adept at critical
thinking, creative problem solving, team work and effective
communication.

Our faculty would imbibe the ideals the institution stands
for and impart them along with a rigorous, high quality
domain knowledge to all our students.
Our pedagogy would constantly reflect the the needs of
the 21st century workplace in its content, methodology
and evaluation techniques.

RUN BY JESUITS
40 YEARS IN MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
RANKED NO.3 IN THE SOUTHERN REGION
RANKED 20TH NATIONALLY
RANKED NO.32 BY NIRF - OUT OF 487 PARTICIPANTS
IN THE FIRST ATTEMPT
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The Programme
LIBA’s prestigious programme in management, leading
to the Post-graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM),
spans over two years with six terms of approximately
three months each.
LIBA’s Postgraduate Diploma in Management (PGDM)
consists of 126 credits, including the summer project and
workshops. The first year of the course presents students
with a comprehensive view of the management discipline
and a broad perspective of the corporate environment.
A sound foundation is laid for advanced learning in the
second year. All the core courses offered in the first year
are required to be taken.
In summer, students are required to spend ten to
twelve weeks in an organization working on a project
dealing with a significant aspect or problem relating to
a functional area. The aim of the summer project is to
provide students with the opportunity to observe closely
an organization in operation and relate what they have
learnt in classroom with actual practice. This also prepares
students to choose their electives in the second year.
The courses offered in the second year meet the needs
for initiating the cutting edge of new techniques and
innovations in various fields and for helping them to
apply theoretical inputs in practical context. In each term,
besides one required course (or core course), students
will have to choose 6 subjects (or electives) from one or
more of the following areas of specialization: Marketing,
Finance, Human Resource Management, Operations
Management, Systems, and General Management.
Students, however, have the option to submit a Master’slevel dissertation in a chosen area of specialization, in
place of an elective, as a part of the requirement of the
Programme, normally in the last term of the second year.
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The performance of students at the PGDM Programme
is continuously evaluated and rigorously monitored in
order to motivate them to excel. The grading system
synthesizes, on a nine-point scale, the continuous
assessment of learning outcomes and reflects a student’s
cumulative performance in assignments, reports, project
work, field work, class participation, quizzes and midterm and end-term tests.

Programme Highlights
● 100% placement in blue chip companies since
inception of the full-time programme.
● Course content constantly revised and updated
with an input from the experts to respond to the
challenges and needs of the rapidly changing
corporate world.
● Distinguished faculty with high academic credentials
and corporate experience closely involved in the
personal and professional development of each
student.
● Dual specialization in the functional areas of
Marketing, Finance, Human Resource Management,
General Management, International Business,
Operations and Business Analytics.
● Focus on the development of skills, traits and
capabilities required for the leaders of today.
● Additional emphasis on strengthening the oral and
written communication skills of students through
specially designed modules.
● Inculcation of the right attitude and values essential
for creating competent corporate managers.
● International collaboration with universities in
the USA, Mexico, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
China, Australia, Kenya, Peru, Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia.
● Motivation for commitment to excellence, social
responsibility (individual / corporate), ethics,
sustainability and corporate social responsibility.
● Recognised by the Association of Indian Universities
(AIU) and approved by AICTE. Accredited by
National Board of Accreditation (NBA).

Course Plan
FIRST YEAR
TERM 1

Business Communication 1
Computer Applications
Financial Reporting and Analysis
Foundations of Organizations and
Management
Logic
Managerial Economics
Marketing Management 1
Statistics for Business

TERM 2

Business Communication 2
Corporate Finance
Economic Environment of Business
Human Resource Management
Management Science
Managing Operations
Marketing Management 2
Multivariate Analysis
People and Organizations 1

TERM 3

Business and Corporate Laws
Business Ethics 1
Cost Management
Financial Reporting and Analysis
Introduction to Business Analytics
Introduction to Financial Markets
Management Information Systems
People and Organizations 2
Research Methodology
Social Environment of Business

During summer, students take up project
work in an industrial or business organization
for a duration of 10 to 12 weeks.

SECOND YEAR
Core Courses

Business Ethics 2
Entrepreneurship
International Business
Strategic Management

LIST OF ELECTIVES
(TERMS 4 TO 6)
MARKETING

B2B Sales in the Digital Era
Business to Business Marketing
Consumer Behavior
Customer Relationship Management
Digital and Social Media Marketing
Digital Marketing - Web Analytics
Distribution Management
Integrated Marketing Communication
International Marketing
Marketing for MSMEs and Start-ups
Marketing of Financial Services
Pricing

Product and Brand Management
Retail Analytics
Retailing
Rural Marketing
Sales and Marketing Analytics
Sales Management
Services Marketing
Societal Marketing – Best Practices
Strategic Marketing Management
Strategies for Emerging Markets

FINANCE

Banking
Behavioral Finance
Capital Expenditure and Working Capital
Management
Credit Risk Analytics
Derivatives
Direct Taxation
Financial Markets
Financial Modelling
Financial Technical Analysis & Global
Inter-market Analysis
Fundamentals of Fin. Tech.
Indirect Taxation
International Finance
Investment Banking
Mergers and Acquisitions
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
Security Analysis & Portfolio Management
Strategic Management Accounting
Trading Strategies using Financial Derivatives
Value Investing
Venture Capital and Private Equity

HUMAN RESOURCE

Counselling and Emotional Intelligence
Employee Taxation
HR Analytics
Industrial Relations
Inter-Cultural Management
Knowledge Management
Labour Laws
Learning and Development
Organisational Change and Development
Psychometry
Strategic Human Resource Management
Talent Management
Total Reward and Performance Management
Understanding Organizations: Structure,
Design & Strategy

OPERATIONS

Demand Planning and Forecasting
Industry 4.0
Inventory Management
Lean Practices and Quality Management
Logistics Infrastructure
Operations Strategy
Ports in Global Network
Pricing and Revenue Optimization
Services Operations Management
Sourcing and Supply Management
Strategies for Product and Service

Development
Supply Chain Management
Supply Chain Risk Management
Sustainable Manufacturing and Operations
Systems Thinking and Modeling

BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Advanced analytics using R
Advanced statistical methods II
Big data &Hadoop
Business Data visualization
Credit Risk Analytics
Data Mining for Business Intelligence
Database Technology
Digital Marketing – Web Analytics
Introduction to package: R
Machine learning concepts using R
Microsoft Power BI Data Analytics and
Visualization
Retail Analytics
Sales and Marketing Analytics

SYSTEMS

Business Data visualization
Cloud Computing
Cybersecurity
Data Mining for Business Intelligence
Database Technology
Intellectual Property Rights
Introduction to Package: R
IT Consultancy
IT Infrastructure Management
IT Strategy
M Commerce
Python Programming
Software Project Management

OTHERS

Business History and Politics
Consultancy
Costing for Non-Finance
Doing Business in East Asia
Foreign Language - Mandarin Level I
Foreign Language – Mandarin Level II
Integrated Approach to Management
International Economics
International Negotiations for Business
International Strategy
Introduction to International Relations for
Business Leaders
Leading Change and Organizational Renewal
Managing Family Business
Project Management
Six Sigma
Social Entrepreneurship
Sports Management
Sun Tzu and Art of Business Strategy
Sustainability Management
Technology Strategy

WORKSHOPS
(TERMS 1 to 6)

Case Analysis Workshop
Creativity / Innovation
Design Thinking
GD and Interview Skills
Negotiation Skills
Out bound Learning
Retreat
Rural Experience
Self-Awareness
Stress Management
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At the end of the first year, students are required to
undertake a research-based project during the summer
project in order to gain practical corporate experience. The
specific objectives of this summer placement are:

Placements

● To create a learning link between theoretical understanding
and practical corporate experience.
● To foster analytical and reasoning skills and to cultivate
and develop creativity among students.

Final Placement

● To enhance the managerial skills of students through
the acquisition of requisite technical knowledge and
professional competence.

Since its inception, LIBA has
maintained a reputation of

AVERAGE SALARY PACKAGE: RS. 9.5 LAKHS PER ANNUM

achieving 100% placement
for its students. The list of

visiting companies included

HIGHEST SALARY PACKAGE: RS. 17.00 LAKHS PER ANNUM

as new recruiters who were

SECTORS: 13

both regular recruiters as well
motivated by our high quality
and reliable talent to be part
of our campus drive.

NUMBER OF COMPANIES THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE FINAL PLACEMENT: > 50

List of Recruiters
Major companies that visited LIBA for Final Placement in 2017:
ANALYTICS
Latent View Analytics Pvt Ltd
BFSI

Federal Bank Ltd
CITI Bank
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
ICICI Bank Ltd
Shriram Transport Finance Co Ltd
J P Morgan Services India Pvt Ltd
CITI Corp
HSBC Electronic Data Processing India Pvt Ltd
IndusInd Bank Ltd
HDFC Bank Ltd
Credit Mantri Finserve Pvt Ltd
ICICI Securities Ltd
Yes Bank Ltd
Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services Ltd

consultancy

IBM India Pvt Ltd
Cognizant Technology Services India Pvt Ltd
CRISIL Ltd
Deloitte Support Services India Pvt Ltd
Cerebros Consultants Pvt Ltd
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digital marketing

Ad2pro Global Creative Solutions Pvt Ltd

E Commerce

Amazon Kindle

FMCG

Asian Paints Ltd
VKL Seasoning Pvt Ltd
Nestle India Ltd
ITC Ltd (FMCG)

Health Care

Indegene Pvt Ltd
Tattva Holding Pvt Ltd

IT

Wipro Ltd
Nuance Transcription Services India Pvt Ltd
Inatech India Pvt Ltd
Photon Interactive Pvt Ltd
Freshworks Technologies Pvt Ltd
Prodapt Solutions Pvt Ltd

Logistics

GATI Ltd

manufacturing

Vedanta Ltd
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd
ITC Ltd (SBU - Packaging & Printing)
Tata Motors Ltd
FLSmidth India
Va Tech Wabag Ltd
Dell International Services India Pvt Ltd
Wheels India Ltd
Rane NSK Steering Systems Pvt Ltd

RETAIL

Wallmart India

TELECOM

Bharti Airtel Ltd

International
Collaboration
A few of the institutions with which LIBA has
exchange programs are mentioned below:
Institute d’Economie Scientifique et deGestion (IESEG) School
of Management, France
IESEG is a member of the Lille Catholic University, the largest private
university in France. It was established in 1964 and has triple accreditations
EQUIS, AMBA, and the AACSB. There are two campuses – one in Lille
and another in Paris. In 2016, the Financial Times ranked it, 17 among
global MBA programs.
NEOMA Business School, France
Rouen Business School and Reims Management School announced the
merger of the two schools into a single entity called NEOMA Business
School. It is one of the leading business schools and has three campuses
- in Paris, Reims and Rouen - and has triple accreditations EQUIS, AMBA,
and the AACSB. As per The Financial Times, in 2016, this school has
secured a rank of 34 among global MBA programs.
KEDGE Business School, France
This school was formed by merging two business schools: BEM in
Bordeaux and Euromed in Marseille. It is the largest business school
in France, and is ranked among the top business schools in the world.
It has triple accreditations EQUIS, AMBA, and the AACSB. It has two
campuses – one in Bordeaux and another in Marseille. In 2016, the
Financial Times ranked this school at 53 among global MBA programs.
Katholische Universitat Eichstatt - Ingolstadt (KU), Germany
KU, one of the most competitive business schools in Germany, is the only
Roman Catholic University and is also the biggest private university in
Germany. It has around 4800 students. Its location offers ideal ambience
for teaching and learning.
Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (UCSC), Italy
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, known as UCSC or UNICATT, is
an Italian private research university founded in 1921. Cattolica is the
largest private university in Europe and the largest Catholic University
in the world.
University of Antwerp (UA), Belgium
The University of Antwerp (UA) founded in 1852 is one of the first
business schools in Europe to offer formal university degrees. It has
more than 20000 students and offers degrees in Engineering, Sciences,
Medicine and Management.
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (CEE-KUL), Belgium
KU Leuven, founded in 1425 by Pope Martin V, has the distinction of
being the oldest existing Catholic University in the world. At present, it
caters to more than 31000 students, approximately 12% of whom are
international students from more than 120 nations.
Le Moyne College, USA
Le Moyne College, a Jesuit institution has a picturesque 160 acre campus
located in Syracuse, New York. It has an enrollment of approximately
2800 undergraduate and 600 graduate students and offers a variety of
programs.
Binary University, Malaysia
Binary university was founded in 1984 as a corporate training centre. In
30 years, it has grown to be a full-fledged university offering diploma,
bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees in a variety of disciplines both
for full time and part-time programs. In 2014, the Ministry of Higher
Education, Malaysia rated it as a 5 Star (Excellent) university. It is an

In today’s fast changing world where globalization and
privatization are part of everyday lingua franca, LIBA strives to
expose and prepare its students for the global arena. In that
context, LIBA has many international exchange/collaborative
programs with institutions in Asia, Europe and USA. These
programs offer students an opportunity to visit many countries
and get exposed to diverse cultures. On the academic front,
the students attend classes in foreign institutions, interact
with foreign students visiting LIBA, and also attend classes
taught at LIBA, by faculty from abroad. Likewise, faculty from
LIBA pursue joint research and teaching activities with their
counterparts in the partnering institutions.
accredited member of Association of Commonwealth Universities
(UK), International Association of Universities (France) & NARIC (UK).
Students from over 60 countries take classes at Binary University.

University of Andalucia, Spain
Loyola University Andalusia is a private catholic university founded
by the Society of Jesus in 2010. It has two campuses in Seville
and Cordoba, Spain. It offers bachelors, masters and doctoral
programs. It offers programs in business administration, criminology,
education, economics, engineering and law. The university prides
itself in encouraging the all-round development of the individual and
Formation, Research and Service are the pillars on which the institution
is built.
Universidad Iberoamericana Ciudad de México
The Universidad Iberoamericana is one of the most prestigious
universities in Mexico and in Latin America. The private institution
of higher education is sponsored by the Society of Jesus, and it is
recognized as having an international-grade level of excellence.
In 2009, the UIA received the SEP-ANUIES Prize as the best private
university in Mexico. The Ibero’s flagship campus is located in the Santa
Fe district of Mexico City. This collaboration would establish specific
educational cooperation between the two participating institutions
in order to promote academic linkages, to facilitate the exchange of
students, scholars and faculty and to enrich the understanding of the
cultures of the two countries.
Malaysia Institute for Supply Chain Innovation
Located in Shah Alam, Malaysia near Kuala Lumpur, the Malaysia
Institute for Supply Chain Innovation (MISI) is the fourth center in the
MIT Global SCALE (Supply Chain and Logistics Excellence) Network. The
institute was launched as a joint initiative between the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and the government of Malaysia on March
22, 2011. The MIT Global SCALE Network is an international alliance
of leading edge research and educational organizations, dedicated
to the development and dissemination of global innovation in supply
chain and logistics. The areas of collaboration would include Research,
Executive Education / Management Development Programs, Faculty
Exchange and Jointly organising Conferences.
Fordham University, U.S.A.
Gabelli School of Business, Fordham University - The Gabelli School
of Business is the undergraduate and graduate business schools
of Fordham University, the Jesuit University of New York. Fordham
University’s involvement in business started early in the 20th century
with the founding of the School of Business in 1920. The Gabelli School
of Business has been an AACSB-accredited business school for over
50 years, is a partner with the CFA Institute. The Agreement with
Fordham will strengthen the teaching and research activities at both
the institutions.
Assumption University, Thailand
Assumption University is one of the biggest catholic institutions and
the most respected in Thailand. LIBA, India and Assumption University,
Thailand, after due discussions and consultations have agreed to the
development of international exchange and cooperation programs
based upon the principle of reciprocity. This agreement permits the
exchange of scholars, students and academic information between
the institutions.
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International
Research Initiatives
In addition to its International Collaborations and Exchange
Programmes, LIBA also partners with premier universities around
the world in implementing various research projects. Such
partnerships create a true cross-cultural perspective and offer a
global learning experience in management research to faculty
and research scholars.

Other
Programmes
Doctoral Programme
The Doctoral Programme at LIBA, started in 2005
with the affiliation of the University of Madras,
Chennai, has developed into a major instrument for
research thrust in LIBA. LIBA is the only independent
B-School in Chennai, which has been accredited by an
external university body for undertaking research in
management studies leading to a Ph.D. degree.

Three-year Part-time PGDM Programme
The Three-year Part-time PGDM Programme is offered
to assist those already employed to acquire the
requisite knowledge and competence and to enhance
their professional growth and career options. The
Programme is approved by the AICTE and recognized
by the corporate sector and the Government of India
for the purpose of employment.

One-year Part-Time Executive Diploma
Programme
The One-year Part-Time Executive Diploma Programme
offers diploma courses in the following areas:

Student Exchange
Programme

●  Financial Management
●  Human Resource Management
●  Investment Management
●  International Business Management
●  Marketing Management
●  Supply Chain and Logistics Management
●  Business Analytics
●  Insurance Management

Short Term Certificate Programmes
In the academic year 2017-18, twenty seven
students
from France spent a trimester attending classes in LIBA.
Likewise from LIBA, four students attended classes in
Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (UCSC), Italy. Faculty
from abroad also taught courses at LIBA.
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LIBA is in the process of expanding this collaboration
and including more institutions. These programmes
offer students an opportunity to take classes in foreign
institutions, to interact with foreign students visiting
LIBA and to attend classes taught by faculty from abroad.
They also expose the students to new countries and new
cultures.

LIBA has a team of highly qualified and experienced
faculty, who provide the Institute an opportunity to
offer varied programmes towards building value to
Individuals. These short term certificate programmes
are specially designed for working professionals
who wish to enhance their skills in their chosen
specializations. They provide the much needed
impetus to the participant to delve deeper into their
area of interest. The Faculty employs modern and
innovative teaching methods to encourage students
develop a probing and methodical attitude towards
problem solving in addition to building conceptual
understanding in the particular subject. These are
short-term and week-end programmes held over a
period of eight weeks.

Management
Development Centre
Open
Programmes
The Management Development Center conducts open programmes
for the working professionals that are designed to provide timely
learning interventions that help them up-skill and progress in
their careers. These programmes are targeted at specific areas
of business management with a view to increasing the overall
effectiveness in the area. Programmes are offered from time to
time across multiple business areas, for different seniority levels,
in business. The programme design team at MDC identifies current
business and industry challenges through extensive research
on business environment and discussion with industry experts,
management thinkers and corporate leaders. This ensures that the
learning solutions and programmes of the MDC remain relevant to
the dynamic business environment.

Customised
Programmes
The Management Development Center works one on one with
businesses to create high-impact learning experiences that are
tailored to the needs of each firm. Whether an organization is
striving to move to higher levels of efficiency, adapt to shifting
markets, new competitors, or other strategic challenges, we
partner with them to develop a customized programme that
strengthens executive leadership capacity and drives organizational
performance.
Each customized programme has one primary goal: to develop
leaders who can make an impactful difference. Recognizing that
individual companies that face unique challenges, our faculty
works closely with company executives to develop programmes
that meet the specific challenges and requirements of each
organization, including implementing strategic change that moves
the company forward, enhancing specific management skills, or
building organizational capability to meet the changing needs of
the business.
Customised programmes are designed as both long duration and
short duration ones.

Long Duration
Customised Programmes
The challenge of developing a robust leadership pipeline
has driven many businesses to seek the help of the MDC
at LIBA. The centre has been doing some outstanding work
in this area.
These Corporate Programmes are generally of longer
term duration going up to a year and in some cases up
to two years. Our team comprising faculty and staff
works with company executives to design a programme
that meets the company’s specific needs. Every aspect
of a customized programme – from classroom activities
to project assignments and social events – is tailored
to optimize learning and maximize the developmental
experience. Class sessions capture the years of experience
in the room. Learning groups provide opportunities for
exploring issues across business and cultural boundaries,
and social activities promote a spirited camaraderie that
leads to deep and lasting connections.

Short Duration
Customised Programmes
There are times when organisations require learning in a
capsule format to address current needs immediately. Our
uniquely crafted, shorter duration programmes are offered
to address this space.
A team of faculty and experts, from diverse business
disciplines, provides knowledge in core business areas
including finance, strategy, leadership, marketing,
organizational dynamics, and globalization. These
programmes provide the springboard for longer learning
programmes.
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Centres of
Excellence

The Centres of Excellence at LIBA are created to complement
its teaching and skill development programmes by
promoting funded research, quality publications and
impact-oriented training and awareness activities on all
major issues falling in the thematic area defined by the
business-economy-society interface.

Centre for Business Ethics and Corporate
Governance

LIBA has established the Centre for Business Ethics and
Corporate Governance to promote ethics and internationally
accepted governance practices among its students, corporate
sector and government system through research, training
and awareness programmes.

Prof. C.K. Prahalad Centre for Emerging
India

Prof. C.K. Prahalad Centre for Emerging India focuses on
consultancy, research and training in the areas of strategy,
innovation and entrepreneurship enhancing engagement,
involvement and benefits for bottom of the socio-economic
pyramid (BoP) segment. The Centre primarily works towards
addressing the current gaps between idea- generation and
scaling-up so as to promote viable business opportunities.

Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain
Management

The Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain Management at
LIBA encourages both theoretical and practical research for
promoting learning among new-generation researchers and
managers, especially in the manufacturing and service sectors. It
focuses particularly on IT professionals, who design solutions to
handle critical retail and supply network issues and challenges
by developing productive practices in engineering design and
in the manufacture and movement of goods.

Informatics Centre - a CSR Initiative

Informatics Centre is a CSR Initiative of LIBA bridging the digital
divide through IT Education, Employability and Entrepreneurial
(3 E’s) skills training programmes. Its main objective is to
provide cost-effective computer education and employable

skill training to the student community at large, especially
aimed at the needy, marginalized and the underprivileged by
making them computer savvy and employable. It also provides
entrepreneurial and technology enabled skills to tiny and small
scale entrepreneurs.

Loyola Inclusive Innovation Impact Centre (L3iC)
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The Centre has actively collaborated with Santa Clara
University, US, Catholic University, Italy in the areas of
research, social entrepreneurship courses, and connecting
social entrepreneurs across the globe. The Centre
admits interns, international and national, from industry,
universities, management institutions, governments and
R&D centres. The Centre’s focus for this academic year shall
be Entrepreneurship Education and Research in making
business contribute to socio-economic benefits for BoP,
financial inclusion, CSR, triple bottom lines, social enterprises
and innovations for sustainability and SME sector.

Loyola Inclusive Innovation Impact Centre (L3iC) is an open
inclusive innovation startup eco-system established under
the aegis of Prof. C.K. Prahalad Centre for Emerging India. The
Centre provides space, funds and mentorship to startups. The
emphasis is on promoting social enterprises with participation
of innovators, entrepreneurs, students, faculty and alumni.
Participants at the Incubation Centre shall ideate, iterate and
identify viable solutions (products / services), experiment with
inclusive business models, find investments and explore scaling
up options. Hackathons, workshops, symposiums, seminars and
conferences are conducted to enrich inclusive innovation and
the start-up eco-system.

The LIBA
Experience
Nestled in the picturesque Loyola College campus, LIBA is a
world in itself. However, the atmosphere of serenity in the campus
belies the true nature of the serious academic and professional
activities ongoing at the Institute. Contrary to its pacific setting,
LIBA remains a cauldron of activities, ideas and ambitions of
young students and senior scholars. Its dynamic atmosphere
constantly inspires future managers and enables their all-round
development, while maintaining professional rigour and personal
discipline.

Pedagogy
Dedicated and highly qualified faculty not only use modern
and innovative teaching methods but also encourage students
to develop soft-skills such as critical inquiry, which help in the
development of higher-order skills such as analytical thinking and
problem solving. Students are also trained to face challenging
and stressful mock-situations in which they evaluate diverse facts,
perceptions and ideas similar to those in a real-time corporate
environment. Through their interactions with the corporate sector
in the form of live projects and case studies, students obtain the
opportunity to communicate with corporate leaders, business
experts and well-positioned LIBA alumni. Such mutual interactions
are of great value to the students for sharpening their managerial
skills and public relations. Modular Object Oriented Dynamic
Learning Environment (MOODLE) software is used as the academic
learning platform to effectively conduct courses.

Library
The library at LIBA was established in 1979, in the same year
when the business school came into existence. Since then the
library has grown from strength to strength as an integral part of
this business school. LIBA’s library is known as one of the best of
its kind in the country and boasts of a large number of top class
management books. The library provides tailor made services to
faculty, staff, students, alumni and research scholars. Apart from
books (over 34000), our collection extends to about 77 print
periodicals on management, e-resources i.e online databases
ProQuest ABI/INFORM COMPLETE and intranet databases from
CMIE-Prowess and Industry Outlook, numerous e-books and
subscription to a large number of leading Indian newspapers.
Kindle e-reader available are equipped with a touchscreen
interface has numerous books for students, faculty and research
scholars. The spacious reading hall is accommodated in a
computerized and Wifi enabled building and is open throughout
the week. The library provides an excellent ambience for self
study and research.

I.T. Infrastructure
We have a fully functional IT infrastructure that comprises of
computing facilities that provide the students all the necessary
tools and services. They support, leverage and enhance students’
learning scope and productivity.
Our technology adoption is in line with the changing technology
landscape and in terms of computer hardware and software. We
provide best suited and technologically advanced equipment,
software and services in all possible areas under the IT infrastructure.
Our computer network infrastructure is robust and covers the entire
campus by wired and wireless connectivity. The devices used within
our network is of the best in the industry. We made it mandatory
to upgrade our IT infrastructure in terms of both hardware and
software on a yearly basis.
We provide 24/7 100 MBPS leased line internet connectivity to our
men and women’s hostels; this greatly enables our students to
extend their online learning activities beyond the class hours.
Our entire network and computing devices infrastructure is
protected by an industry leading hardware Firewall appliance and
Antivirus appliance.

Accommodation
LIBA has excellent hostels for both men and women located within
campus itself. They have a 24-hour internet connectivity and all the
rooms are Wi-Fi enabled. Built according to international standards,
the hostels provide an ideal ambience to make residents feel at
home. The scenic surrounding and calm and serene atmosphere
of the campus provide a comfortable and conducive environment
for learning. LIBA also has well-furnished guest rooms for housing
international students and visiting faculty.
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Beyond the
Curriculum

Prominent Speakers at BMI - 2017-18:
Ms. Vidya Pradeep

Vice President, HDFC Bank

Mr. Venkatesh Rajagopal

Chairman and MD, Indian Terrain Fashions Ltd

Mr. Ramesh Shankar

Executive Vice President,(South Asia Cluster & Country HR
Head), Siemens India, Mumbai

LIBA strives to promote learning among its students both in and
out of the classrooms. Beyond the curriculum, the students at
LIBA have a vibrant social life, characterized by cultural and
sports activities, get-togethers and celebrations as well as socialoriented events. LIBA also fosters among its students a passion
for excellence by encouraging them to participate in other
business school festivals as well as national and international
competitions. Exposure to such events builds self-confidence
through challenges of thinking, performing and outdoing some
of their best peers in other business schools across the country.

Dr. Santhosh Babu, IAS

Government of Tamil Nadu,Chairman & MD of Tamil Nadu
Handicrafts Development Corporation & Officer on Special
Duty, Chief Ministers Special Cell in charge of the “Amma Call
Centre”

Mr. Suresh Ramanathan

Professor of Marketing, David R. Norcom ‘73 Endowed
Professor, Texas A&M University, USA

Mr. George Kohlrieser

Professor of Leadership and Organisational Behaviour,
International Institute for Management Development (IMD),
Switzerland

Mr Vijay Kapoor

Founder & MD, Derby Clothing

Beyond Management Initiative

Mr Kumar Vembu

The Beyond Management Initiative is a student
enrichment programme aimed at providing a basket of knowledge
beyond academics .Speakers with expertise in their given domains are
invited throughout the year to share their knowledge and experiences
with the students. The speaker profiles include Officers from the Indian
Administrative Service, Indian Revenue Service, Indian Police Service,
Cine Artists, Consultants, Entrepreneurs, Faculty from International
Business schools and Corporate Executives. These sessions add to the
knowledge spectrum of the students and open their minds to various
opportunities and ignite their curiosity to explore the same.
Tapping into the talent powerhouse at LIBA there are student led BMI
sessions known as EKALAVYA Series which was started in 2011, the
students are given an opportunity to share their knowledge in their
area of expertise thus encouraging learning from one another. They
come forward to share their learnings in various subjects ranging from
photography, summer internship experiences, and foreign exchange
programmes, and also showcase their talents in music, dance as well
as other hobbies they are passionate about.

Founder and CEO, Gofrugal & Zoho Corporation

Mr. Srinivasan H R

Vice Chairman & Managing Director, Take Solutions Ltd

Mr. R. Bupathy

Past President, ICAI

Mr. M. Sivakumar
CEO, ICT Academy

Ms. Aarati Krishnan

Editorial & Financial Consultant, The Hindu Business Line

Mr. R. Bupathy, Mr. A.T. Sangeeth,
Mr. Smartin Simon and Mr. Sherif

Chartered Accountants at R Bhupathy & Co

Mr. George Abraham

SHRM SCP, Senior Manager - Human Resources – Deloitte
Middle East - Risk Advisory HR Leader, Deloitte & Touche (M.E)

Mr. K.Gaurav Kumar

Head, Gaurav Kumar & Associates

Mr. Swaroop Mohanty

CEO, Mirae Asset Global Investments P Ltd

Ms. Isabella

Managing Director (i/c) & Executive Director, Repco Bank

Mr. Kumar Vembu

Mr. Vijay Kapoor

Mr. Varun Indra Gajra Mr. Ramesh Shankar

Mr. Sudio Sudarsan

Professor, Marketing, HULT International Business School, USA

Mr. Varun Indra Gajra

Managing Director, Gajra Pai and Zhu Limited

Ms. Uppma Virdi
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Ms. R.S. Isabella

Mr. K. Gaurav Kumar

Ms. Aarati Krishnan

Ms. Uppma Virdi

CEO of Chai Wali, Australia and Business Woman of the
Year 2016 at the Indian Australian Business and Community
Awards (IABCA)

Outbound Learning Programme

The Outbound Learning Programme is a three-day intensive
workshop aimed at bridging the gap between the concepts
students learn in class, and their practical application on the
job or in any interpersonal interaction. The activities are
focused on improving both individual and team performance
by honing various skills ranging from communication and
teamwork to problem-solving and leadership.
The training session was organized in the month of June 2017
at Pegasus Institute for Excellence in Pondicherry.
The outbound training program comprised of various high
energy sessions with 120 students participating in a series
of activities. The students coming from diverse geographical
backgrounds helped each other in embracing different
cultures through these activities as a part of the program.
The outbound training program also offered students an
opportunity to work closely with their peers in the form of
training activities, analytically solving problems, Leadership
and team building activities. At the end of the training sessions,
students were groomed with a strong sense of achievement
orientation and exposure to real life team situations.
The out-bound training program organized by LIBA
annually has been curated with the need to emphasize on
understanding management concepts outside the classroom
environment and exposure to real life team situations.

LIBAzaar

The third edition of LIBAzaar, a disguised marketing research
extravaganza was organised by the students of LIBA on 24th
September 2017 under the aegis of Market Club of LIBA. The
one of its kind marketing carnival studies any consumer –
related problem that corporates seek an answer to through
a specially designed research game. The concept of disguised
marketing is used to eliminate any kind of biased response
and the product/brand names are kept confidential. The study
is undertaken by a group of students under the guidance of
a marketing consultant and the entire analysis is done free
of cost. The event also provides a great opportunity for any
company looking for a test marketing forum for its new
product, where every segment of the consumer market can
be reached and tested.
With 45 stalls, the one day carnival saw more than 2000 people
comprising of students from various backgrounds, families and
film enthusiasts. From the drawing competition for children
in the morning to the final Airtel super singer’s performance,
the day was filled with entertainment and learning. Kids
from the nearby orphanage Nesakaram performed the
“Thappu melam” on stage which was thoroughly enjoyed by
the audience. Visitors of all age groups were seen enjoying
themselves at the game stalls, some of which were installed
for the purpose of conducting disguised market research by
the students of LIBA. Some of the research stalls were for the
Self help groups who wanted to understand the reach of their
products. In a first of its kind, LIBAzaar had organised stalls for
Organic products under the name Organic Farmer’s Market in
which farmers displayed products like staples, cheese, honey
and much more. Open research was conducted on these
stalls by the students of LIBA to understand the awareness of
organic products among public and their perception towards
organic products.

Academic
Clubs
At LIBA, various student committees are formed to facilitate
communication among students, LIBA administration,
corporate sector and the media world. Committees, such
as Placement, Alumni, Corporate Interface, 360 Degrees,
Conferences and Events, are managed by the students
themselves. These student committees function as effective
mechanisms for cultivating and developing organisational
skills and leadership qualities among students.

Admissions & PR Committee

The Admissions and Public Relations committee
is a student body entrusted with the pivotal
responsibilities of aiding the admission process,
effectively executing digital interactions to entice
brilliant minds from diverse backgrounds and across the country
into this prestigious institution. The committee guides the aspirants
through the process with pertinent information and facilitates direct
interaction with the management. The committee also bridges the
gap between LIBA and the outside world by covering and reporting
the events through various social media tools. The members create
content, handle the communication, develop and plan PR activities,
build, monitor and manage the immaculate reputation of this
venerable institution as its brand ambassadors.

Placement Committee

At LIBA, Placements is completely a student
driven initiative that is actively guided and
supported by the Placements Chairperson
and Manager. The Placement Committee
comprises of students who have been handpicked to act as a liaison between the corporates and the students.
The primary job of the placement committee is to facilitate the
Summer Internship and Final Placement process held at the college
and make sure that all the students at LIBA get placed in the
organizations as well as profiles of their choice. At the same time,
the committee also makes sure that prospective employers get a
fair chance to select the students of their choice. The committee
also initiates numerous Campus Engagement Initiatives like guest
lectures and pre-placement talks, which give students an insight
into the corporate world. The committee works on the three pillars
of Integrity, Responsibility and Discipline and is highly influenced in
their working by LIBA’s motto “In pursuit of Excellence and Ethics”.

360 Degrees (Student Aﬀairs
Committee)

360 Degrees, the Student Affairs Committee,
is a student body committed to bring fun
and energy on LIBA campus. It helps the
students to bring out the leader in them. The
Committee organizes a plethora of extra and co-curricular events,
which include celebrating festivals, organizing cultural and sports
events, ‘Chrysalis’, which is LIBA’s annual national level Management
Fest, and ‘LIBArated’, which is LIBA’s annual Cultural Fest. The
Committee also handles the inter-collegiate interface of all student
activities such as the B-school fests and cultural and sports events.
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Alumni Committee

The strength of any premier educational institution
lies in its Alumni. The Alumni committee of LIBA
strives to bring back these valuable assets to the
institution every year and makes it possible for them
to cherish and relive their memories by conducting various reunions
and Annual meets for all the Alumni. The Committee also releases a
biannual newsletter that portrays the various events and occasions held
at LIBA with special columns dedicated to STAR Alumnus highlighting
their achievements and journey during and after LIBA. As a new initiative
to facilitate frequent reunions of Alumni located across India, the Alumni
committee has commenced chapter-wise Alumni meets held in cities
such as Mumbai and Bangalore. The committee is also responsible for
hosting an activity during ‘Chrysalis’, the flagship event of LIBA.

LE VoxPopuli (HR Club)

Formed with the objective of synergizing the talents
of students and exposing them to emerging trends
in HR, Le VoxPopuli provides a strong foundation
and a deep insight into the myriad facets of
the significant field of HR. With innovative activities and workshops
organized through the year, the Club facilitates the understanding of
students on diverse HR functions in the corporate world today.

Mark-it (Marketing Club)

Mark-it was formed with the vision: “To
Revolutionize”. The objective of the Club is to
bridge the gap between concepts and applications
in marketing. Discussions, games and events cover
the diverse facets of the marketing segment of
business like branding, strategies and business environment.

The Finesse (The Finance Club)

Finesse Club was established to support the
Institute’s quest for co-curricular learning in the
highly complex world of finance. The objective
of the Club is to provide a sound platform to
students for enhancing their interaction with
academics and professionals for an in-depth understanding of various
ramifications of finance.

Arista (Operations Club)

Arista, the Operations Club, was started in order
to substantiate theoretical learning by exposing it
to practical applications. The aim of Arista is to
bridge the gap between theory and practice by creating awareness
about operations management through various activities such as
games, debates, and strategic contests.

“BINARY” (Systems Club)
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Binary, the systems Club of LIBA, serves as a forum for aspiring IT
professionals to share, discuss and debate on the latest developments
in the field of information technology. The Club organises workshops,
conclaves and interactive sessions with the Heads and CEOs of the
IT sector.

LIBA Premier League (LPL)

Based on the lines of the Indian Premier League,
LPL aims to bring the spirit, enthusiasm, team
work and strategic management of IPL to the
classrooms within a business framework. Eight
teams are formed among students through a
process of auction and these teams take part in various forms of
sports and related activities on the campus to gain points for their
respective teams. At the end, the prize money is distributed to the
winning teams. LPL helps to invoke the true strategist, manager
and entrepreneur among the students.

ESPIRE (Entrepreneurship
Club)

The Entrepreneurship Club aims to promote
and encourage entrepreneurship as a career
option. It acts as a catalyst that allows
potential ideas to be converted into practical
business solutions. The Cell helps students understand the
market environment of various industries through pilot projects,
mentorships, seminars, workshops and B-plan events through its
entrepreneurship development, social entrepreneurship and Intercollege wings and its supporting teams on finance, marketing and
documentation.

Mind Works (Quiz Club)

Mind Works, the Quiz Club, is a studentdriven body that consists of both quizzers
and quiz enthusiasts. The main aim of the
Club is to create and promote a quizzing
culture among students on campus. Apart
from taking part in quizzes across the country, the Club also
organizes quizzes at LIBA.

LIBA Enviro Club

The Enviro Club promotes sustainable
initiatives for the betterment of our
future generation. The main objective
of the Club is to create a harmonious
relationship with Mother Nature by
raising fruit bearing trees at minimal or no cost and distributing
them through governmental bodies, NGOs and educational
institutions. The Club also aims to improve food security and to
create awareness among students about the ecological need for
planting trees.

Radius-Reaching Out (Social
Service Club)

Radius Club is a social service initiative managed
by students. In line with LIBA’s commitment to
values and ethics, it aims to bring a positive
change in society by leveraging management
skills and techniques imbibed at LIBA. The Club plans to undertake a
wide range of activities such as promoting social entrepreneurship,
marketing/retailing the products of SHGs, self-employment
workshops, fundraising and business consultancy for NGOs.

Mother Teresa
Award
In 1998, the Centre for Business Ethics and Corporate Governance, instituted
the prestigious Mother Teresa Award for Corporate Citizenship. It is conferred
annually on companies that show exemplary social commitment, render service
to society, show concern for the environment and are ethical in all their business
transactions and relations. Over the years, the Award is well known in corporate
circles and has acquired an all India reputation.
The objective of the Award, is to showcase a corporate which has gone far
beyond its call of duty to promote welfare activities for the beneﬁt of the poor
and marginalized sections of society and is environmentally conscious.

This year, LIBA’s Mother Teresa Award ceremony for Corporate Citizenship held
on 29th January, 2018 witnessed Infosys Ltd., a global leader in technology
services and consulting being awarded the prestigious Mother Teresa Award for
Corporate Citizenship 2015-16, for displaying exemplary commitment to the
ideals of corporate citizenship. Shri. M.M. Rajendran IAS, Former Governor of
Orissa presented the award to Infosys Limited.

THE CHIEF GUESTS AT MOTHER TERESA AWARD FUNCTION:
2017
2014
2013
2012
2011
2008
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

Shri. M.M. Rajendran IAS, Former Governor of Orissa
His Excellency Shri. Konijeti Rosaiah
Governor of Tamil Nadu
Dr. V. Shanta
Chairman & Executive Chairman, Cancer Institute (WIA), Chennai
Shri. Gopalkrishna Gandhi, IAS (retd)
Chairman, Kalakshetra Foundation, Chairman of Governing Body of
Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla and President of its Society
Shri. N. Gopalaswami
Former Chief Election Commissioner, Govt of India
Prof. C.K.Prahalad
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
Former President of India
His Excellency Shri. Surjit Singh Barnala
Former Governor of Tamil Nadu
Shri. M. Damodaran
Chairman, Securities and Exchange Board of India
Shri. P. Shankar, IAS
Chief Vigilance Commissioner, Govt. of India
Prof. M.S. Swaminathan F.R.S.
Chairman, M.S.Swaminathan Research Foundation, Chennai
Shri. N. Rangachary
Chairman, Insurance Regulatory & Development Authority
Shri. Murasoli Maran
Minister of Commerce, Govt. of India
Shri. Montek Singh Ahluwalia
Member, Planning Commission, Govt. of India
Shri. Ramakrishna Hegde
Minister of Commerce, Govt. of India

PAST WINNERS OF THE MOTHER TERESA AWARD
FOR CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP:
2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2011
2008
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

Infosys Ltd
Listed category: Mahindra & Mahindra limited
Unlisted category: Serum Institute of India limited
Best NGO:The Akshaya Patra Foundation
Spirit of Mother Teresa Award: Mr Azim Premji, Wipro Ltd.
ACC Limited Madukkarai Cement Works
Shree Cements Ltd
TATA Chemicals Ltd
Chennai Petroleum Corporation Ltd
NTPC Ltd
Tata Steel Ltd
TVS Motors Company
Polaris Software
Shriram Investments
Indian Oil Corporation
Orchid Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals Ltd
Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd
Titan Industries
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Conferences

’17
LIBA has been organizing various programs and
activities to promote business ethics and good corporate
governance among its stakeholders, particularly the
students. One such program is the annual Business
Ethics Conference (BEACON) which is been organized
since 2007.
The twelfth edition of LIBA’s flagship Business Ethics
conference BEACON 2017 – 18 was held on 29th
January, 2018 focusing on the topic LEADERSHIP AND
ETHICS FOR THE NEW INDIA, and was inaugurated by
the Honourable US Consul General Mr. Robert Burgess.
Based on the theme BEACON focused on providing
a direction to build a strong business platform for
emerging leaders. The conference was spread across
two sessions with eminent industry experts addressing
the participants.

Eminent Speakers:
Mr. Robert G Burgess

Consul General, US Consulate General, Chennai

Mr. V.M. Rajasekaran

CEO, ITC Limited (Matches & Agarbathis Division)

CA M. Satya Kumar

Founder and CEO, Tycoon+ Advisors

Ms. Jahanzeb Akhtar

Principal Commissioner of Income Tax, Govt. of India

Mr. R. Ravichander

Group President and Regional Director, Yes Bank Ltd

Mr. C. K. Ranganathan

CMD, CavinKare Private Limited
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LIBA regularly organizes various conferences in order to get
the students involved in serious discussion and analysis of
critical issues of current relevance to the corporate world. They
also get an opportunity to interact with prominent corporate
leaders and eminent academicians. The conferences engage
young talent to confront challenges innate to their personal
development and professional career. Initiated and organized
by the students themselves, these conferences constitute the
most resourceful means of acquiring managerial experience
and expertise outside the academic curricula

International Conference on
Finance and Economics (ICFE 2017)
LIBA organized an International Conference on Finance and
Economics on 15th September 2017 with the theme to discuss
the “Current Trends in Finance and Economics’. Attended by
industry veterans, academicians and students, the conference
was inaugurated by Padma Vibhushan Dr. S Rangarajan,
Former Governor – Reserve Bank of India, Former Chairman –
The Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council and Former
Chairman – Twelfth Finance Commission of India. Fr.P.Christie
SJ, Director – LIBA, Mr. Somi Hazari, Managing Director –
Shosova Group of Companies and Mr. Ravi Varanasi, Chief of
Business Development, National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.,
Mumbai, along with the distinguished management of LIBA
were also present during the inauguration.
Dr. C. Rangarajan gave a perspective on the Indian macroeconomy. He outlined a concise picture of the Indian economic
history pre and post-liberalisation. Stressing upon the growth
of the Indian economy he highlighted the current issues facing
the banking sector.
The conference laid a platform for over 75 researchers,
academic scholars and industry professional with crossdisciplinary interests to meet and interact. Spread across
two technical sessions, with 29 research papers on a variety
of topics were presented as part of the conference. With the
changing dynamic of India’s economic growth, the conference
also brought into limelight various aspects of emerging finance,
business and economic trends that drive social, economic and
market transformation in the country.
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Programmes conducted on
current relevant topics
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
SERIES
The Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain Management strives to
promote understanding of the nuances of logistics and supply chain
management tools and techniques, develop new methods and provide
training to management executives, conduct research and support the
evolution of the profession in business and society.
Thought Leadership Program series will provide an opportunity for
professionals to share knowledge, skills and develop network among
supply chain and logistics industry. This programme will invite experts
and top management to share best practices, current trends and new
developments in Logistics and SCM.

POST BUDGET ANALYSIS
On February 10th, 2018 Mr. P. Chidambaram M.P.,
Former Finance Minister, Government of India, who is
also an alumnus of Loyola College was invited to LIBA to
critically analyze the Union Budget 2018 in the presence of
students, faculty members of LIBA and other institutions in
the campus and the public. LIBA has been organizing this
unique budget analysis session with Mr. P Chidambaram
for four consecutive years in order to offer students an
expert insight into the Union Budget.

A very enlightening thought leadership program aimed at ‘demystifying
GST’ and understanding the ‘post implementation impacts of GST on
the logistics sector’ was organized at LIBA on 21st October, 2017. This
was hosted by the Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain Management
in association with Arista, the Operations club of LIBA.

The Union Government may have presented the budget for
2018-19 with an eye on elections, felt Shri. P Chidambaram.
He said the nation can see a grim picture for the immediate
future of the Indian economy. “Inflation will rise and fiscal
deficit will widen. Macroeconomic stability has been
compromised, distress in farm sector continues, young
men and women will be left unemployed and exports are
way below. Every which way you look at it, this Budget has
failed this country. In conclusion, all I can say after seeing
this government’s fifth Budget is that thank god this
government will not present a sixth Budget,” he asserted.
The speaker Mr. Karthik Raj S made it a point to gauge the knowledge
levels of the crowd and adjust the tempo of the session accordingly.
Mr Karthik Raj S is from the 2013 batch of the IRS and is the Assistant
Commissioner, Inland Container Depot, Chennai Customs.
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Mr. Karthik discussed the technicalities of GST and its impact on
logistics. The audience were told about how migration occurs due to
mismanagement of supply chains, unequal distribution of resources
and indirect market regulation. He also threw light on the initiatives
the government is taking for successful implementation of GST. He
ended the session by speaking about the consumer’s rights and how
we can protect our rights.

There was a question and answer session in which the
students and audience interacted with Mr. Chidambaram
regarding the Union Budget.

Workshop on ‘High Performance
Leadership in Times of Change
and Uncertainty’
LIBA hosted a workshop on High Performance Leadership in Times
of Change and Uncertainty from 30th August 2017 to 1st September
2017 at Taj Coromandel, Chennai. The workshop had Prof. George
Kohlrieser, an internationally renowned veteran hostage negotiator
and Professor of Leadership at IMD Business School in Lausanne,
Switzerland as a Resource Person.

With analytics transforming the functions of various
industries, an exclusive panel discussion on the topic
Opportunities in Data Analytics was organized alongside
the inauguration. With distinguished speakers like
Mr. Arun Ayyar, SantaFe Research Pvt. Ltd, and Mr.
Sridhar Pandurangiah, Chief Technology Officer, Sastra
Technologies Pvt Ltd. the panel discussion addressed the
Trends and Opportunities in Data Analytics and Social
Media Analytics using Hootsuite.

LIBA associates with RNTBCI;
Introduces programME
in Automotive Quality
Management

Covering the various facets of leadership development, the workshop
discussed “High Performance: Leadership in Times of Change and
Uncertainty – the challenge for High Performing Leaders”. It focused
on what leaders need to understand and do to create stability in an
unstable world and examine what followers need in order to remain
fully committed, highly motivated and deeply engaged to achieve
maximum results. This programme was spread across nine key
sessions - conflict management, art & science of negotiation, action
planning & feedback to rewiring the brain for higher performance
were some of the key sessions that were deliberated over the course
of three days.

LIBA InaugurateD the first batch of
Business Analytics specialization
in partnership with TCS’
LIBA inaugurated the Business Analytics specialization in partnership
with Tata Consultancy Services Ltd on 24th June 2017. Mr. G.
Balanarayanan, General Manager – HR, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd,
Chennai inaugurated the course in the presence of Fr. P. Christie, SJ,
Director – LIBA, eminent leaders from the industry, faculty, students
and staff.

LIBA in association with Renault Nissan Technology and
Business Centre India (RNTBI) on 11th August 2017
inaugurated the Certificate Program in Automotive Quality
Management. With the automotive industry at the brim of
technological advancement, the certificate program aims
to further enhance the skill set of working executive in the
automotive related businesses and instill in them the global
quality mindset.

Aligned with the central government’s ‘Make in India’
initiative, the comprehensive training program is aimed
at enhancing quality skills by offering the participants
an opportunity to experience different Manufacturing
Excellence concepts that can be applied to build a World
class organization. Spread across 18 months, the first
batch of weekend classes had an overwhelming intake of
50 members, who are currently employed in automotive
companies.  As part of this program LIBA will offer support
in terms of infrastructure and faculty resource to train the
participants. The course commenced from 5th August
2017 at LIBA Campus.

LIBA inaugurates Financial
Research & Trading Lab (LFRTL)
LIBA Financial Research & Trading Lab is one of the initiatives
of LIBA to enhance experiential learning among students by
bringing real time markets into classroom lecture. To equip
the skill set of students on Security Markets, LFRTL trains
them on Fundamental and Technical analyses through
Thomson Reuters (EIKON) and ACE SPIDER (EOD). The
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LIBA signs MoU with National
Institute of Securities Market
(NISM)

lab enables them to take part in the FUND MANAGEMENT
LEAGUE (FML) not only to sharpen their analytical skills but
also raises the bar of learning from classroom to real time
market. It facilitates the students to learn various avenues of
F&O trading strategies through Traders cockpit.com. LFRTL
establishes the Institute and Exchange interface for market
driven research.

LIBA and National Institute of Securities Market (NISM),
an education initiative of Securities and Exchange Board
of India (SEBI) on 27th March 2018 announced their joint
venture to design a programme with a specialised focus on
Securities Market. This programme will not only focus on
providing education for students and professionals but will
also provide financial education and standards to improve
financial literacy in the country.   LIBA will offer this course
from the academic year (2018-19). The joint venture will mark
yet another milestone in the Industry-Academia collaboration
to fulfil the growing demand for securities market in India.  
The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed in the
presence of Fr. P Christie S.J, Director – LIBA and Mr. Sandip
Ghose, Director, NISM.

LIBA - Village Visit – 2018
The Village Visit is an annual programme at LIBA in which
every year the First year PGDM students of LIBA undergo
a rural experience for 2 to 3 days and they are exposed to
the rural, economic and cultural problems/issues. This is
mandatory and this programme is part of the course – Social
Environment of Business. The students visited the remote
villages in Kanchipuram District as two batches in February
2018.
The students have to make a study on the social, economic
and cultural issues of the people in general and the poor
& the marginalized sections in particular. A special focus is
emphasized in studying the conditions of women and children,
especially from the marginalized communities such as dalits
and tribals. The students have to submit the report on the visit
with details about the learning outcomes of the experience.
The Jesuits of Loyola School Kuppayanallur are extremely
helpful and they make the necessary arrangements for
boarding/lodging of the students, they share their knowledge
and experience with the students, which is invaluable.

Considering the increasing demand for securities market,
NISM and LIBA have collaborated to design a management
course that specializes in this segment to bridge the existing
skill gap in the industry. This will be offered under full time
and part time (3 months, 6 months and 1 year) programmes,
certification programmes, workshop and faculty development
programmes.

LIBA’s CKP Centre for Emerging
India offered an Integrated
Entrepreneurship Development
Program sponsored by NSIC, GoI
Entrepreneurial Training program to realise venture dreams
for aspirants with educational qualification of 10th and above.
LIBA’s CK Prahalad Centre for Emerging India hosted an
Intensive Entrepreneurship Development Program for the
public concentrating on small business enterprise organized
by NSIC, Government of India. With the aim to develop
entrepreneurial abilities among the aspirants, the program
focused on small business ventures both in manufacturing
and service sector. The program was fully sponsored by the
NSIC, Government of India.
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The program acted as a basis for acquiring entrepreneurial

Awards & Honours
Over the years, both LIBA as an institution
and its faculty and students, as individuals,
skills that helped the participants to understand and practice
the various skills required to start micro & small business. The
month long program was conducted from 27th November to
23rd December 2017 at LIBA campus with practical exposure in
bakery at NSIC guindy office. Additionally, the program gave
an opportunity for the aspirants to gain an understanding on
various entrepreneur support schemes from the government
and NSIC. State bank of India officials also provided inputs
related to bank finance and the process to avail it. Finally on
the last day of the program the participants visited the market
they intend to serve to develop a bankable project report.

LIBA Team wins the BusinessLine
CXO of the Year title
LIBA students Satish Guru, Glisten D’Silva and Akshay Krishnan,
made up the team that won the BusinessLine CXO of the Year
award at the finals of the BLoC Boardroom Challenge, held on
11th September 2017 at Chennai. Each of them won ₹75,000.

have received many important awards. LIBA
received the ABP, National Education Awards

2015 for Outstanding B-School South,
B-School with Industry Related Curriculum

in Human Resources Management and
B-School with Excellent Industry Interface.
In July 2015, it also received the ‘Lokmat’

National Education Leadership Award for
Outstanding B-School (South).

The students have made LIBA proud

by competing and winning awards and
laurels in several national and international
competitions held in institutions such as

IIMs, IIT, IFMR, SIBM, Xavier Institute of
Management, Bhuvaneshwar, MMA, IMT

Ghaziabad, SSN School of Management,
St. Joseph’s College of Engineering, Saveetha
Engineering College, Ethiraj College For

Women, NMIMS, Bangalore, Great Lakes
Institute of Management, Chennai, Amrita
School Of Business, Coimbatore and others.

We are proud that the team from LIBA won

the prestigious BusinessLine CXO of the Year
award at the BLoC Boardroom Challenge.
Presented by Indian Terrain and featuring a case challenge
created by Mr. Vishwadeep Kuila of knowledge partner Brand
Vectors, the Boardroom Challenge saw intense competition,
with over 1,600 entries for the initial round of psychometric tests
and 42 teams making it to the semi-final rounds held in six cities
— Bengaluru, Chennai, Coimbatore, Hyderabad, Mumbai and
New Delhi. The participants were expected to crack a case on
how best apparel-maker Indian Terrain could invest ₹100 crore
to increase its market share from 7 per cent to 14 per cent in
three years. The jury comprised Mr. Charath Narasimhan, CEO,
Indian Terrain; Mr. Vishwadeep Kuila, Founder and CEO, Brand
Vectors, and Mr. Suresh Srinivasan, Senior Associate Professor,
Strategy, at Great Lakes Institute of Management, Chennai.

Our students Satish Guru, Glisten D’Silva and

Akshay Krishnan, made up the team that

won the BusinessLine CXO of the Year award
at the finals held on 11th September 2017.

Each of them won ₹75,000.

LIBA applied for the first time this year for

National Institutional Ranking Framework
(NIRF) done by NHRD and was ranked 32 in
the Management Category.
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Faculty Profile

LIBA’s main strength is its academically well-qualified,
richly experienced and technically competent faculty
members most of whom have corporate experience.
They are actively involved in research and publications
on management issues of current relevance. Their
pedagogic resourcefulness has attracted many students
from different parts of the country and also other nations.
Students of LIBA are fortunate to benefit from their
expertise, experience, mentoring and personal care, all of
which constitute the core intellectual capital of LIBA.

Agna Fernandez, M.Com., PGDM, FPM Ph.D. (XLRI)
She is an alumnus of XLRI, Jamshedpur. She has a combined experience of 23 years in Industry and
Academics. She had spearheaded many creative initiatives in the area of High Performance Systems
and Potential Identification in workplaces like Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, NSL Sugar, Power and Distillery
divisions, JNET Technologies, Creamline Dairy, Mylan Laboratories, United States Pharmacopiea & Cyient
to name a few. Her last assignment was as the Chief Organisation Development and Change Planning
consultant with NSL for its five plants across India and was the only lady in the senior leadership team.
She has a number of publications in national and international journals. She was adjudged the best
outgoing orator in her college days, with a special recognition - an All India first prize from the Ministry
of Human Resources, Government of India. Her current areas of research include, transformative
mediation-dialogic models for well-being and High Performance HR Systems.

B. Aiswarya, M.B.A (Alagappa University), M.Phil. (Madurai Kamaraj University),
Ph.D. ( Sathyabama University)
Dr. Aiswarya has specialized in Human Resource Development and Organizational Behaviour.
She has over 16 years of teaching, research, and administrative experience with some of the
leading management institutions in India. She has published more than 50 research papers in
national and international refereed journals. She has also organized many conferences, seminars,
workshops and faculty development programmes. Her areas of interest include Human Resources,
Organisational Behaviour, and Training and Development. She has also undertaken a few large
funded research projects, including those funded by the Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India.

Alaguperumal Ramasamy, M.Sc. (University of Madras), PGDBA (LIBA),
Ph.D. (National Cheng Chi University, Taiwan)
Dr. Alaguperumal has a doctorate in International Relations. He has published several articles in
professional journals and has attended many national and international conferences. His primary
research interests are global food security, India-China comparative studies, East Asia Affairs
and international relations. He is the founder of IIIBFT, an NGO that promotes food security. He
currently teaches International Business, Mandarin and related courses.

P. Chandiran, M.B.A. (Madurai Kamaraj University), Ph.D. (Anna University)
Dr. Chandiran is the Chairperson of the Centre for Logistics and Supply Chain Management. He
has over 19 years of experience in teaching, consultancy and research and has published research
articles in both international and national journals in the area of Supply Chain Management. He
has completed research projects funded by AICTE, ALTIS and CII. He teaches Operations and
Supply Chain Management and undertakes research in the Centre for Retail and Supply Chain
Management.
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N. Chandrasekaran, M.A. (University of Madras), M.Phil. (Bharathidasan University),
Ph.D. (University of Madras)
Dr. Chandrasekaran has a Doctorate in Economics.   He is a Certified Supply Chain Management
Professional, with certification by APICS – American Association of Operations Management. His
professional experience is in areas relating to Project planning in development sector, Corporate
Planning and Strategic Initiatives in agro based sector and has passionately worked with SMEs and startups in the areas of mergers, acquisitions, corporate restructuring, developing business models, fund
raising and putting together key resources by working directly with the promoters. He was involved with
Take Solutions Ltd as Head of Strategy, HR and investor relations for fourteen years. He has published
a number of books and articles in professional journals and participated in national and international
conferences. He has been teaching Supply Chain Management, Strategic Management and Mergers,
Acquisitions and Corporate Restructuring.
S. Chellaiah, M.S. (Michigan Technological University, USA), Ph.D. (Purdue University, USA)
Dr. Chellaiah is the Chairperson for International programme at LIBA. He has over 28 years of teaching,
research and administrative experience. In USA, he has worked in top multinational companies, like
General Electric Company, SBC communications Inc., NASA, Paine Webber and Merrill Lynch. In India,
he has worked with Nissan, Royal Bank of Canada, Bank Negara, Chrysler and Time Warner Inc.
He also has consulting and contracting experience. He has published several papers in refereed
international journals as well as articles in reputed newspapers and magazines. He has chaired
sessions in international conferences, edited books and has been a reviewer for many international
journals. He has secured research grants from the prestigious National Science Foundation, USA.
He is an elected member of the Tau beta Pi (National Engineering Honour Society) and Sigma Xi
(International Scientific Research Society).

P. Christie, SJ, M.Sc. (University of Madras), M.B.A. (University of St. Louis, USA),
Ph.D. (University of St. Louis, USA)
Fr. Christie, SJ, is the Director of LIBA with rich academic and long administrative experience. He
has his doctorate in Decision Sciences. He teaches Data Analysis and Research Methodology.
His research interests include cross-cultural research methodology, effect of culture on ethical
attitudes of business executives, and globalization. He also guides Ph.D. candidates registered in
the University of Madras. He has presented research papers in several national and international
conferences and has also published research articles in reputed management journals. He is also
involved in various consultancy projects related to strategic planning in India and abroad. He is
a member of the Beta Gamma Sigma, the honour society for Collegiate Business Schools, USA.

Deepa Ittimani Tholath, B.Tech (Hon) (Cochin University) M.B.A. (Cochin University),
Ph.D. (Kerala University)
Dr. Deepa is a university gold medallist at the MBA level. Her doctoral thesis is on Knowledge
Management and its implementation possibilities in the service sector. She began her career as a
banker and later shifted to teaching by introducing Knowledge Management as an elective at LIBA
in 2001. Her research interests include Knowledge Management, Innovation Management and
Services Marketing. She has published papers in national peer reviewed journals and presented
papers in national and international conferences. She is a recognized guide of the University of
Madras. She currently teaches Business Communication and Marketing related subjects.

Jayshree Suresh, MBA (Osmania University), Ph.D (Gujarat University)
Dr. Jayshree worked from 2003 to 2016 (13 years), as the Dean, Faculty of Management at SRM
University; from 1992-2002 (10 years) was in MOP Vaishnav College for Women; from 2016- 2017
served as Dean, Hand in Hand Academy for Social Entrepreneurship, promoted by Hand in Hand,
India (an International NGO); and from 1974-1983 worked as a Research Associate at IIMA. She
has been a Ph.D. guide for 13 Research Scholars in SRM University as well as an external guide for
Ph.D. candidates in other universities. She also holds the following positions at various Industry and
Educational Institutes. Her current areas of research include, Entrepreneurship, Ethics, Marketing and
Strategic Management.
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P.C. Lakshmi Narayanan, B.L. (University of Madras), M.Com. (University of Madras),
M.B.A. (University of Madras), Ph.D. (Bharathidasan University)
Dr. Lakshmi Narayanan started his career as a Research Analyst and Sub-broker in the stock market
and turned subsequently to academics with over 22 years of teaching experience. He has a degree
in law and a Doctorate in Finance. He has a unique distinction of clearing the National Eligibility
Test (NET) conducted by the University Grants Commission both in Commerce and Management.
His research interests are in the areas of Capital Markets and Company / Labour Laws. He has
published several papers in leading national journals and magazines. He teaches Security Analysis
and Portfolio Management, Industrial Relations and other law-related subjects.

Madhava Priya, M.B.A. (Anna University), M.Phil. (Madurai Kamaraj University),
Ph.D. (University of Madras)
Dr. Madhava Priya is a Assistant Professor in Finance teaching Finance Courses at LIBA. She was
awarded the Research scholarship by WFI- Ingolstadt and AUDI, Germany. She has over 5 years
of corporate experience in capital markets in various roles and 7 years of experience in teaching.
Her research interests include Capital Market, Behavioural Finance and Financial Modelling. She
has also delivered guest lectures and has published papers in International and National peer
reviewed journals and presented papers in International and National conferences. She teaches
Finance in Part time Programmes at LIBA.

Madhuri Malhotra, MBA (Dayalbagh Educational Institution, Agra), Ph.D. (IIT, Madras)
Dr. Madhuri Malhotra has more than 9 years of teaching and research has cleared UGC NET. She
did her Postgraduate Diploma in Theology in 2013. Her research areas include business ethics,
corporate finance, environmental finance and banking. She has published more than 24 refereed
journal and conference papers. Currently she is working in the area of business ethics and finance.
She has organized workshops in the area of financial modelling and applications and has delivered
guest lectures. She teaches Ethics and Finance.

S. Maria Wenisch, M.Sc. (Bharathidasan University), M.Phil. (Bharthidasan University),
Ph.D. (Anna University)
Dr. S. Maria Wenisch S.J., is the Dean (Administration). He got his Doctorate in Computer
Science from the College of Engineering, Guindy, Chennai. He was the head of the department
of computer science - MCA at Loyola College, Chennai for two years before becoming a faculty
of LIBA. He has authored and co-authored several scientific articles and has been a member
of technical and organizing committees for conferences. He is also on the editorial boards for
various journals.

M. P. Pandikumar, M.Phil. (Madurai Kamaraj University), Ph.D. (Alagappa University)
Dr. M.P. Pandikumar has specialization in Finance. He has over 12 years of teaching experience
in different universities and management institutions in India. He has handled teaching and
training courses in Research Methods, Financial Management, Financial Derivatives and
computer-based games on Financial Modelling using SPSS and EXCEL. His doctoral work on
life insurance got him a special award and recognition from the Life Insurance Corporation of
India. He has research interests in Behavioural Finance and Current Stock Market Trends. He has
published two books and several research papers.
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M. Ramasubramaniam, M.E. (Bharathiar University), Ph.D. (IISc., Bengaluru)
Dr. Ramasubramaniam obtained his Doctorate in Operations Management. He has over 12 years
of teaching experience in different management institutions. He has worked as an Operations
Research Consultant for a software firm before joining LIBA. He has published a number of research
papers in national and international journals and has participated in several conferences. His areas
of research interest include Scheduling, Supply Chain Management and Operations Management.
He teaches Operations Management.

G. Revathi, M.B.A. (Madurai Kamaraj University), Ph.D. (IIT, Madras)
Dr. Revathi is the Dean (Academics). She has worked as a HR professional in some of the leading
IT firms such as Polaris Software Lab, Ramco Systems and Servion Global Solutions. She has
also conducted several training programmes related to human resource management for these
organizations. While doing her doctoral programme, she was a member of faculty at different
academic institutions, including the University of Madras and Indian Institute of Technology,
Madras. Her main areas of interest are Human Resource Management and Organisational
Behaviour.

Shanthi Venkatesh, M.A. (University of Madras), Ph.D. (Anna University)
Dr. Shanthi is the Chairperson of the Centre for Ethics and Governance at LIBA. She is a gold
medallist in Economics from the University of Madras. She has over 7 years of corporate
experience as a marketing professional and over 12 years of experience in teaching students
at the post-graduate level. Known for her organisational skills, she has organized several major
events at LIBA. She has research interest in ethics in marketing and good governance. She teaches
Marketing related subjects.

Vandana Zachariah, F.C.A, PGDFM, Ph.D. (University of Madras)
Dr. Vandana is the Coordinator of the LIBA Alumni Association. She has over 10 years of experience
as a practicing Charted Accountant and more than 18 years of experience as a teacher in Finance
and related subjects. She has conducted re-orientation programmes for the telecom sectors and
was also a visiting faculty member at ICAI and ICSI. Her doctoral work was in the area of Behavioral
Finance. Her areas of research interest include Corporate Finance, Capital Markets and Behavioural
Finance. She is also a resource person of the Management Development Programmes conducted
by the Institute. She teaches core and allied subjects related to Finance at LIBA.

M. Victor Louis Anthuvan, M.Com. (Univeristy of Madras), Ph.D. (Bharathidasan University)
Dr. Anthuvan is the Dean (Research) at LIBA. He has over 42 years of experience in teaching and has
held senior positions in various academic capacities. He has been an ardent researcher throughout
his career. He has published over 70 research papers in several national and international
journals and delivered keynote addresses at more than 100 conferences and seminars. He has
also published books focusing on issues pertaining to globalisation. He has guided many Ph.D.
scholars, who received their degrees from the Bharathidasan University and University of Madras.
He teaches Finance related subjects.
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A. Xavier Raj, M.A. (University of Madras , Ph.D. (University of Madras)
Dr. A. Xavier Raj, is the Chairperson of C.K. Prahalad Centre for Emerging India and is the head of
Loyola Inclusive Innovation Impact Centre (L3iC). He has more than 20 years of project experience.
His notable distinctions include UGC NET Research Fellowship, Senior Research Fellow (CSIR),
Associate Research Fellow (French Institute), and fellowship from PBRC (Harvard). Currently,
he is a member of board of Studies, University of Madras and is an expert member, District
Vigilance Committees. He has taught/conducted workshops on Culture and Management,
Business Sustainability, Triple Bottom lines, Ethnography, System Thinking and Sustainability,
SDGs, and Social Audit.

Research Associates
A. Irudaya Veni Mary, MSW (University of Madras), M.Phil. (University of Madras, PGHRM,
Ph.D. (University of Madras)
Dr. A. Irudaya Veni Mary is a Full-Time Research Associate at LIBA. She completed her Ph.D from
LIBA in September 2017 specializing in Social Entrepreneurship. She has published papers on social
entrepreneurship in national and international journals, books and edited books and presented
papers in national and international conferences and seminars.

Ragu Prasadh Rajendran

Dr. Ragu Prasadh Rajendran is a Full Time Research Associate at LIBA, completed his Ph.D from
SRM University in September 2018 with specialization in Marketing.

Akanksha Jaiswal
Dr. Akanksha Jaiswal is a Full Time Research Associate at LIBA is an Alumnus of LIBA 2009 Batch and has
completed her Ph.D specialising in HR/OB from IIT Madras in 2018. She won two awards last academic
year under the IIT-M affiliation: a) Shri. R.N. Rajendran Memorial Prize 2018, IIT Madras, for Best Ph.D
thesis in HR/OB, on 19th July 2018. b) President ISDSI Best Paper 2017 in the 11th Indian Subcontinent
Decision Sciences Institute (ISDSI) Conference hosted by Indian Institute of Management, Trichy.

J. Navena Nesakumari

Dr. J. Navena Nesakumari is a Part Time Research Associate at LIBA since 2017. She completed
her Ph.D from LIBA in April 2016 with functional specialization in Finance and Human Resources.

Renu Isidore R.

Dr. Renu Isidore is a Part Time Research Associate at LIBA since 2017, completed her Ph.D from
LIBA in December 2017 with specialization in Behavioural Finance and Accounts.
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ADJUNCT Faculty
Dr. I. Thiyagarajan
M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D.
Chairperson - Part-time programmes, LIBA
Dr. Richa Pande
Ph.D. (University of Delhi)
Dr. Veerashekharappa
M.A., Ph.D.
Dr. Mohammed Abdul Kalam
M.A., Ph.D.
Dr. J. Sadakkadulla
Msc., M.S.,Ph.D.
Dr. M. Kandasami
F.C.A., Ph.D.

VISITING Faculty
Prof. Alexandra Y. Benz,
Mr. G. R. Hari,
L.L.B., M.A. (Industrial Eco.), M.B.A. B.Com., F.C.A.

Mr. Satish Tampi
B.E. (Ag), PGDM

Dr. Ameeta Ananth
M.S.(Software Engineering), Ph.D.

Mr. V. Hariharan
B.E, PGDM

Mr. J. Sayuj
B.Tech., PGDM

Mr. Anthony Vishal Francis
B.Tech. (IT), PGDM

Mr. M.S. Jagan
B.Sc., B.E., M.B.A.

Prof. K. Sivakumar
B.Tech, CFA, ICWA (Ph.D.)

Mr. Aravind R. Narasipur
B.E., PGDHRM

Mr. Jagan S Iyer
Msc, MSA (USA)

Prof. V. Sridharan
B.Com., CAIIB

Mr. M.R. Aravindan
B.Tech., PGDM (MBA)

Mr. M.P. Jegadeesan
M.E. (Com. Sci.)

Mr. K. Srinivasan
B.E., DIIT, DISI, PGDBA, PMP, MBB

Ms. Aswathy Augus
B.A. (Hons). Economics, PGDM

Prof. Mohan Kuruvilla
B.Sc., (Hons.), M.A. (LSW), M.B.A.

Mr. Subramanian Kalpathi
B.E., M.B.A.

Mr. P.M. Austin
B.E (Ag), PGDM (IIM, Bangalore)

Ms. P. Mohana
M.A., MBA (HRM), M.Phil. (Mgt.)

Mr. M. Sundaram
B.Sc., E.D.M.M, M.B.A.

Mr. Balaji Chakravarthi
B.E. M.B.A.

Mr. M. Pandiyan
B.Com., A.C.A., Grad. CWA

Mr. S. Suresh
B.E. (Mech.), PGDBM

Fr. N. Casimir Raj, SJ
M.Com., M.B.A., Ph.D.

Mr. R. P. Raghavan
EEPM (IIM-K)

Mr. Varun Thamba
B.E., M.B.A.

Fr. Emmanuel Arockiam, SJ
M.A., Ph.D.

Mr. N. R. Rajaram
B.Sc., PGDM, CLTD

Mr. B. Venkat Subramaniam
B Tech ( Mech); PGDBM

Fr. Francis Peter, SJ
M.A. (London), ELT, PGDTE, Ph.D.

Dr. J. Reeves Wesley
Ph.D., FDPM (IIM-A)

Prof. Venkatesh Bangaruswamy
F.C.A.

Mr. Ganesh Sankar
PGDM

Fr. Robin Sahaya Seelan, SJ
M.A., Ph.D.

Prof. S. V. Vijayaraghavan
B.Com., ACA, MBA (IIM-B),

Prof. V. A. George
BE, PGDM, CAIIB, ITP (Kellogg)

Dr. C. Samudhra Rajakumar
B.E., M.B.A., Ph.D., F.D.P. (IIM-A)

Mr. Vinodh Krishnaraju
M.S. (IIT-M)

Administration
Fr. P. Christie, S.J.
Director

Dr. A. Siluvai Raja
Chairperson, Admission

Dr. G. Revathi
Dean – Academics

Dr. Alagu Perumal Ramasamy
Chairperson, International Programmes

Dr. P.C. Lakshmi Narayanan
Associate Dean - Academics

Dr. Vandana Zachariah
Chairperson, Alumni Association

Prof. Victor Louis Anthuvan
Dean – Research

Mr. Ramanathan
Head, Management Development Centre

Fr. Maria Wenisch, S.J.
Dean - Administration & Hostel Director

Dr. A. Xavier Raj
Chairperson, C.K. Prahalad Centre for
Emerging India

Prof. I. Thiagarajan
Chairperson - Part-time Programmes
Dr. Shanthi Venkatesh
Chairperson, Centre for Business Ethics
and Corporate Governance
Dr. Chandiran
Chairperson, Centre for Logistics & Supply Chain

Mr. Michael Sundar
Administrator
Ms. Surya H. Chandavarkar
Librarian
Mr. M. Anand
Maintenance Manager
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Governing Council
Fr. A.M. Francis Jayapathy, SJ
Rector, Loyola College
Chairman

Mr. V.A. George
Managing Director
Thejo Engineering Ltd.

Mr. P. Murari IAS (Retd)
Former Principal Secretary to President
of India

Fr. L. Jebamalai Irudayaraj, SJ
Superior, Chennai Mission
Deputy Chairman

Mr. Mario Lobo
Managing Director
Personal Search Services Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. A.X. Alexander, IPS (Retd.)
Former Director General of Police
Govt. of Tamilnadu

Fr. P. Christie, SJ
Director, LIBA
Secretary

Mr. Krishnakumar Natarajan
CEO & MD
Mind Tree Ltd.

Mr. Arjun Kothari
Managing Director
H.C. Kothari Group of Companies

Fr. F. Andrew, SJ
Principal, Loyola College
Fr. S. Xavier Alphonse, SJ
Province Coordinator for Higher Education

Mr. N. Ram
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Admission
Eligibility Procedure






The candidate should be a graduate in any discipline from a
recognised university (AIU) under regular mode ONLY.

The candidate should have a consistent academic record of the
first class (minimum 60% marks) in STD X, STD XII & Graduation.

The candidates who have cleared all the subjects in their first
attempt will be preferred. Candidates with a history of more
than two arrears need not apply.

CAT 2018 or XAT 2019 is a prerequisite to apply for LIBA’s
PGDM programme.

Selection Procedure




Candidates who have applied to LIBA will be short-listed only
on the basis of their CAT 2018 / XAT 2019 scores. Short-listed
candidates will be called for a group discussion and an interview
for the final selection.
Group discussions and interviews will be held at Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Mumbai, New Delhi, Kolkata and Chennai.

How to apply
Kindly keep the following documents ready to be uploaded




Scanned Passport size photograph



Scanned work experience certificates

Scanned academic certificates

Log on to http://admissions.liba.edu








Click on the Register Now link on the Home Page to create a
login account. The details of the login ID and password will
be sent to your registered email ID.

After logging into your account using your user name and
password, enter your CAT ID/ XAT ID, personal detail and
upload your passport size photograph.
Enter your academic details and upload the support
documents.

Enter your work experience details and upload the support
documents.
Provide your reference information.

Confirm all the details and submit the application form.
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Make an online payment of Rs. 1500/- through Credit Card /
Debit Card/ Net banking.

Download the completed application in PDF and email it to
admissions@liba.edu.

Refundable Caution
Deposits
Library Deposit

Retention Deposit

Rs. 10000
Rs. 10000

These refundable deposits will be payable along with
the First Term Fees. The same will be refunded to the

student by NEFT transfer to his/her bank account only,
while he/she graduates or leaves from the Institute,
after verifying that there are no outstanding dues.

Contribution towards
Cultural Activities
An annual contribution of Rs.4,985/- towards cultural
activities organised by the Student Affairs Committee
will be collected annually.

Scholarships / Loan
Facility
Scholarships are awarded by the Institute to students

on merit-cum means basis. LIBA also has tie-up with

corporates such as Bharti Foundations, Hyundai
Motors India Limited, Palaniswamy Trust, who offer

scholarships to eligible students. The Institute will also

facilitate the process of obtaining educational loans
from banks.

Medical and Accident
Insurance
It is mandatory that students be insured against

medical emergencies. Students will be covered under

the group insurance policy of the Institute and the cost
of insurance (Rs. 500/-) will be collected annually.

Fee Structure
PGDM 2019 - 21 Fee Structure
DETAILS

TERM-II

TERM-III

TERM-IV

-

-

-

-

-

1,65,000

1,48,000

1,48,000

1,63,000

1,58,000

1,58,000

Establishment charges

19,000

19,000

19,000

19,000

19,000

19,000

Library fees

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

Computer services

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

Admission fees
Tuition fees

TERM-I
25,000

TERM-V

TERM-VI

Insurance

500

-

-

500

-

-

Alumni membership fees

-

-

-

-

-

7,000

30,000

-

-

-

-

-

1,91,000

1,91,000

2,06,500

Foundation courses
Total

2,63,500

2,01,000

2,08,000

* Please note that the amount mentioned above are in INR (Rs.)

Candidates selected for the PGDM Programme shall
submit the following documents:
1.

Mark sheets of the graduation course (Original)

2.

Provisional / Degree Certificate (Original)

3.

Two passport size colour photographs

and pay the prescribed fees, not later than the date
mentioned in the admission letter.

 If the candidate is awaiting results, he/she should

produce items No.1 and 2 before August 31, 2019,
failing which his/her name will be removed from
the rolls of the Institute and the fees paid will be
forfeited.

 Fees should be paid by means of Demand Draft
drawn in favour of LIBA payable at Chennai.

 Fees will be payable at the beginning of each year as
per the Fee Structure given above.
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A Jesuit Institution established in 1979
Administered under the aegis of Loyola College Society, Chennai
Approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE)
Recognised by the Association of Indian Universities (AIU)
Accredited by the National Board of Accreditation (NBA)
100% Placement since inception
International linkages
Extensive Interface with the Industry
Competent faculty
Excellent infrastructure
Associate member of XLRI Entrance Test (XAT)

CONTACT DETAILS - LOYOLA INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (LIBA)
Loyola Campus, Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600 034, India
Phone : +91 44 28177100 (Board) / +91 44 28177116 (LIBA Admissions Office)
Mobile : +91 94440 28418
Email
: admissions@liba.edu || Website: www.liba.edu
To apply : https://admissions.liba.edu

